Call for Nominations to Executive of Council for the Electoral Unit of the Faculty of Arts (Social Sciences)

Nominations: Nomination forms must be signed by three members below and by the nominee. Completed forms are to be returned to the University Secretariat, by 26 February 2018.

The Faculty of Arts (Social Sciences) is entitled to thirteen representatives. **NINE** representatives are required for the term of July 1, 2018 to June 30, 2020.

Electoral unit members:

Akhand, Hafiz  Guiliani, Harminder  Mathews, Vanessa
Asmundson, Gordon  Hadjistavropoulos, Heather  McIntosh, Thomas
Beshai, Shadi  Hadjistavropoulos, Thomas  Onder, Nilgun
Biezinski, Robert  Hardenbicker, Ulrike  Oriet, Christopher
Britto, Sarah  Hartner, George  Piwowar, Joseph
Calkowski, Marcia  Hawkins, Robert  Polster, Claire
Camillo, Cheryl  Hewson, Martin  Rasmussen, Kenneth
Carleton, Nick  Hodder, Kyle  Ruddell, Richard
Childs, Jason  Hurlbert, Margot  Sagynbekov, Kanybek
Chow, Henry  Jaffe, JoAnn  Sauchyn, David
Conway, John  Jones, Marion  Sharpe, Donald
Cote, Mark  Jones, Nicholas  Siemer, Julia
Cule, Monika  Jurdi, Rozzet  Smythe, William
DeSantis, Gloria  Katapally, Tarun  Sperlich, Tobias
Dupeyron, Bruno  Klest, Bridget  Stevenson, Allyson
Dybwad, Carmen  Kryvoruchko, Iryna  Stewart, Michelle
Eaton, Emily  Kuehling, Susanne  Sykes Tottenham, Laurie
Farney, James  Lankauskas, Gediminas  Thomson, Charisma
Fletcher, Amber  Londono Sulkin, Carlos  Warren, James
Galushko, Viktoria  Longo, Justin  Widdis, Randy
Gamtessa, Samuel  Loucks, Jeff  Wilson, Stuart
Gordon, Jennifer  Loutzenhisier, Lynn  Wright, Kristi
Granovsky-Larsen, Simon  MacLennan, Richard  Wright, John
Green, Joyce  Magnan, Andre  Zarzecny, Amy
Greenberg, Hirsch  Maier, Katharina  Zhu, Yuchao

Terms expiring on June 30, 2018: Conway, John  McIntosh, Tom  Onder, Nilgun

The following are not eligible for nomination:

*Ex officio:*  Kleer, Richard  McNutt, Kathleen

Currently on Executive to June 30, 2019: Britto, Sarah  Cule, Monika  Piwowar, Joseph  Sharpe, Donald

**Deadlines:**

- Deadline for Receipt of Nominations: 26 February (4:00 p.m.)
- Distribution of Electronic Ballots: 1 March
- Voting Deadline: 15 March (12:00 noon)
- Results to Executive of Council: 22 March